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Zwift on a Budget
This bulletin is aimed at those who
may be considering Zwift for
motivation during the Pandemic.
During the first lockdown we had
pleasant weather and the roads were
empty. Even if the roads are empty
this winter, the weather is unlikely to
be as inviting…
I am writing this guide as I have found
the Zwift process not to be at all
straightforward and you may be able
to benefit from my experience.
Before spending a lot of money and then finding out that Zwift is not for you, here is my
guide for getting up and running on a minimal spend. This guide is in two parts; the first
being the kit required and getting up and running; the second spending a little more to
enhance the user experience. Be aware this setup is unlikely to give you an accurate power
reading, or even a particularly accurate ingame speed. The objective is to give you a taste
of Zwift for minimal expenditure.

Part 1a  Kit required
What you will need: 
Internet connection £0
Bike £0
Trainer £30 and Speed sensor £30
Device for running the Zwift app £0
Ironing board £0
Bike computer £0
Internet connection
Assuming you already have internet access, you will need a download speed of at least 3mb
per second and a ping rate of less than 50ms, whether your pain cave is your shed, garage
or spare bedroom. More info here.
Bike
If you are reading this you should have at least one of these.
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Trainer and Speed
sensor
The app uses watts per
kilogram to position you
in the game. I assume
you do NOT have; an
indoor bike such as the
Wattbike Atom; a power
meter or a smart trainer,
which can be either
direct drive or wheelon,
all of which broadcast
power. However, you
may have a
classic/dumb trainer or
perhaps, like me, no
trainer at all. Here is an
explanation of Zwift's
virtual power calculation
for classic/dumb trainers.
Already have a classic trainer? Check to see if it is on the list of supported trainers. If it is
you may be able to select it in the app. You will also need a speed sensor. All sensors
manufactured in the last couple of years broadcast both Bluetooth LE and Ant+. Zwift
estimates your power (watts) from the sensor in combination with the trainer you select in
the app. But beware  the Zwift app pairing screen for classic trainers bears little
resemblance to the list of trainers on the web page. See Getting Up and Running below.
No trainer? You will have to buy one and this is where Ebay is your friend. There are loads
of classic trainers for sale as riders upgrade to smart trainers. Most are collection only due
to the weight. I obtained an Elite Fluid from a seller in Sudbury.
Device for running the Zwift app
This could be a Windows laptop or Macbook, an android tablet/smartphone or an
iphone/ipad. You may already have one of these. Scroll down the Zwift trainer page for
supported platforms. Zwift does not support Linux.
From what I’ve read, Bluetooth transmits a stronger signal than Ant+, but Ant+ transmits
more frequently. If you have a laptop which doesn't support Bluetooth LE you will need to
buy an Ant+ dongle and extension lead, in order to place the dongle close to the speed
sensor.
Whatever device you use it will need to be sufficiently powerful to run the app smoothly.
Older devices are unlikely to be satisfactory. For me the most suitable device was a 2019
android smartphone.
Note:  if the Zwift app is visible on the iOS App Store or Google Play Store, then it is likely
that it will run on your device.
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Ironing Board
Position in front of
your handlebars to
conveniently place
your laptop, phone or
tablet.
Bike Computer
Set up a wheel
magnet bike
computer on your
rear wheel and
calibrate to your

tyre circumference.
You will need this to
compare your actual
bike speed with the
ingame speed to
check you have
chosen an
appropriate ingame
trainer.

Part 1b  Getting Up and Running  £13 per month
Download the Zwift app to your device from either the iOS App Store or Google Play Store.
Currently the download is 700mb and decompresses to 2.54gb.
The free trial period depends on your device.
 25km is free without having to provide payment details, although you will need to provide
an email and password. After 25km you can either sign up for the 7 day free trial or wait until
next month for a further free 25km.
 7 day free trial requires registration including payment details for the £12.99 monthly
subscription. Membership can be cancelled at any time. More details here.
Now the tricky bit  opening the app will take you to the pairing screen where you select your
speed sensor. Wake up your newly purchased rear wheel speed sensor by riding for a few
seconds. With a bit of luck the sensor will be recognised by your device. Highlighting the
sensor and selecting OK will take you to the trainer selection screen. This is where I found
the screen bears little resemblance to the Zwift web page of supported trainers. However,
select what would appear to be the appropriate trainer. Pedalling whilst still on the pairing
screen will show your speed. This will be the same speed as shown by your bike computer.
Now select Let’s Go which will take you to the screen where you select a route. Choose a
flat route. Start pedalling. Spend some time comparing your ingame speed with the speed
shown by your bike computer, in the range 12 to 25mph. When comparing the two speeds
make sure the ingame gradient has been showing 0% for at least 5 seconds.
I selected an Elite Fluid trainer on the pairing screen and the ingame speed on the flat
showed 26mph when my bike computer was showing 19mph.
If the speeds do not agree, bring up the Menu button, for example by touching the screen.
Return to the pairing screen by selecting (say) the Bluetooth icon; select your speed sensor
and then select another trainer. This is a process of trial and error. After several attempts the
“Not Listed” trainer gave me the closest match between the ingame speed and my bike
computer. The bottom line is that your average Zwift speed should be around 1mph faster
than your average outdoor speed.
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Part 2  Improving the Experience
Cadence sensor £30
Heart Rate Monitor £50
Display on TV screen £25
Zwift Companion app £0
Fan(s) £25ea
Cadence Sensor
A cadence sensor isn't required but "is
highly recommended and affordable"

Heart Rate Monitor
A heart rate monitor isn't required, but again
is recommended.

Display on TV screen
If you are running Zwift on a mobile you may want to mirror the screen to a TV.
This can be either straightforward or tricky. Chromecast requires Zwift to be running on the
Chrome browser and with either method you will need a TV with an HDMI socket.
Straightforward  Google Chromecast £25
Google Chromecast is a device one end of
which plugs into the TV's HDMI socket, the
other into a
13 amp
power
socket. The
instructions
say the TV
should be
Smart
(internet
enabled) but
it works for
me on a
dumb TV,
provided I set
it up with the
Google
Home app
(download
from the Play Store).
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Tricky  cable connection to TV  £10
It may be possible to connect your device to
a TV with a USB to HDMI cable  which
should give
a better
experience
as the
graphics
using
wireless are
only
"adequate".
I did not
investigate
further as
my device
does not
support
HDMI
Alt(ernative)
Mode.
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Fan(s)
You may be able to get away without one over the Winter if you're in a well ventilated
garage; no way if you're in the spare bedroom. Here's one from Amazon
Zwift Companion App (ZC)
If you have a tablet you may be able to use it to run the Zwift Companion app. The
download, from the iOS App Store or Google Play Store is about 40mb and decompresses
to 100mb. The app is not nearly as demanding as the main app. I was surprised to find it
was available for download on an old Tesco Hudl that we had lying around.
Running the app (on the same wifi network as the the game) gives you a host of options to
play with, leaving your main device to run the game.
ZC app information
Further thoughts after a week of Zwifting
I run the game on a smartphone and the Companion app on an old tablet, as the image
above. Initially for the first few sessions, the app often took a long time to find the sensors
but this now works smoothly.
The game is much easier on the eyes when viewed on the phone. I only tend to look at the
TV when the text is too small. The Companion app running on the tablet gives a lot of
information but involves touching the screen to move around the menus.
Zwift is certainly a "Mr Motivator". When exercising indoors on rollers or on this trainer
before I got things set up, I am generally in heart rate zone 2 occasionally venturing into
zone 3. With Zwift I am generally either at the top end of zone 2 or zone 3 occasionally
venturing into zone 4. I now need to remind myself of the Rule of 75 and have some easy
sessions  that is you should spend 75% of your riding time, or mileage, below 75% of your
maximum heart rate.
I could happily run the game on the phone with the tablet displaying data.

Conclusion
No doubt with this setup the watts shown by the game are not accurate but does that really
matter if the objective is to make indoor riding more involving?
My opinion is that it is worth the initial expense and monthly subscription.

Ken Miller
21 October 2020
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